Euro container (klt) made
of corrugated cardboard
conforming to vda 4530

Flexible KlT in
many sizes

DESCRIPTION
The Euro container (KLT) is a variable
carton made of corrugated cardboard. Its
good stacking characteristics and ease
of handling mean the KLT is ideal for
use in storage and shipping for a whole
range of products. Moreover, it can easily
be combined with plastic KLT boxes. It
can handle a filling weight of 15 kg with
ease. This alternative to plastic KLTs is
especially suited to transport by air due
to its light weight.
The KLT is available as a ready-assembled and glued version or from stock in
a space-saving, self-assembly version.
When handled with care and in accordance with instructions, the box can be
reused multiple times. Because the KLT
is made of corrugated cardboard, it can
be disposed of without problem.

ADDED VALUE
SPACE SAVING - KLTs can be supplied flat, if required. Once assembled they are easy to stack,
helping you save on storage costs.

FAST ASSEMBLY - The KLTs are quick
and easy to assemble, saving you time
and effort.

EASY HANDLING - KLTs made of corrugated
cardboard can be used in combination with
plastic KLTs without problem.

ECO FRIENDLY - The KLTs can be reused
multiple times and are 100 % recyclable.

TECHNICAL DATA
A-Series

Size (Outer dimensions)

M-Series

Size (Outer dimensions)

A6

296 x 196 x 150 mm

M6

296 x 196 x 150 mm

A5

395 x 296 x 285 mm

M5

395 x 296 x 285 mm

A4

395 x 296 x 150 mm

M4

395 x 296 x 150 mm

A3

593 x 395 x 285 mm

M3

593 x 395 x 285 mm

A2

593 x 395 x 230 mm

M2

593 x 395 x 230 mm

A1

593 x 395 x 150 mm

M1

593 x 395 x 150 mm

The A-series can be easily combined with plastic KLTs…

...whereas the M-series can only be combined with
corrugated cardboard KLTs of identical construction.

Like to know more about the benefits of using
corrugated cardboard Euro containers?
Please get in touch for further information and advice!
Barbara Arnold,
Product Specialis

GENERAL

Information
This information was accurate at the time of going to
press, is non-binding and should be adjusted where
appropriate in the light of local conditions. No rights
may derived from the information contained herein.
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